This paper attempts to answer the questions : What was Ge Hong trying to do when he wrote the Baopuzi ? What were his arguments ? And why, within the context of the time, were these arguments significant ? In answering these questions, the essay claims that there is a unified set of ideas concerning humans, sages, and the spirit world in the Baopuzi.
As I will discuss below, I think this is indeed a very useful way to read the text. What I would like to do here, however, is start with a somewhat different set of questions. What was Ge Hong doing in the Baopuzil Why did he write the text? More specifically, if the text is a helpful compendium of practices of the day (and it is), why would he write such a work? What were his goals and what was he arguing? And, within the context of the time, why were these arguments significant?
When we pose these questions, we will see that there is in fact a unified argument concerning humans, sages, and the spirit world in the Baopuzi. Moreover, it is an argument that underlies both the inner and outer portions of the Baopuzi. I mention this in particular because, since the Baopuzi is so often used as an anthology of the religious practices of the day, the "Nei pian" (Inner Chapters) is read much more frequently than the "Wai pian" (Outer Chapters). But if there is a unified argument underlying both portions of the text, then we need to accord both portions the same level of attention and to understand the logic of the distinction between them.
It is also worth noting immediately that the argument of the Baopuzi is, in the context of the time, rather counter-intuitive. As such, it will provide an interesting lens into the debates of the period.
In short, my goal in this paper will be to use the distinctive voice of Ge Hong to outline some of the debates in late antiquity concerning the relations of humans and spirits. And I hope to do so precisely by beginning with the larger arguments that underlie the Baopuzi. 2 The Clarity of the Sages Ge Hong's basic argument begins with a claim that there is a fundamental distinction between the heavenly and the earthly. At the largest level, this distinction can be spoken of in terms of Heaven and Earth, although it is also the case that heavenly things can exist in earthly creatures as well. The heavenly aspects of the cosmos include shen, spirits. These spirits do not die but rather live as long as Heaven and Earth themselves. Moreover, they have ming, clarity: they are able to see accurately and understand what to do in any given context. In contrast to this, there is the earthly. The natural, or spontaneous (ziran), aspect of the earthly involves a fundamental cycle: things live, and then they die. There are good things associated with the earthly. For example, earthy creatures are capable of benevolence, ren. This is true of humans, and it is also true of animals.
Humanity, as an earthly species, is subject to the fate of all such earthly creatures. Humans live, and humans die. And sometimes, before they die, they can be benevolent to each other. Unlike all other animals, however, humans have a history based in part upon a transcendence of that fate. They are capable of achieving, to certain extents, elements of the heavenly.
For one piece of Ge Hong's argument about cosmology and human potential, let us turn first to chapter thirty-seven of the "Wai pian." The chapter, characteristically, contains a definition of the heavenly and the earthly, here discussed in terms of Qian and Kun (the hexagrams of Heaven and Earth, respectively):
Qian has benevolence (ren) and also clarity (ming); Kun has benevolence but is without clarity.3
The characteristic of earthly creatures is thus that, at best, they are capable of benevolence. But they cannot obtain clarity, which is only heavenly. Thus, for example, animals are capable of benevolence:
Insects fly and worms crawl. They are also capable of benevolence. Thus, their concerns and love grow when nurturing the young, and their grief and sorrow are made manifest through their calls. 4 But, having no clarity, they are doomed to a terrible fate:
But without being suspicious they will go into pits and wells, and without realizing it enter snares and nets. They have benevolence, but they have no clarity. Therefore, they together run into disasters and hasten into mistakes.5
In short, animals are capable of benevolent feelings toward members of thenown species, but they have no clarity. This, of course, is also true of humans in their natural state. Humans are also capable of benevolence. They too care for their young and mourn thendead. But they also, in that natural state, lived in caves or nests, had neither fire with which to cook food nor clothing with which to keep warm, and had to rely on wild and potentially poisonous plants for sustenance. Like other animals, they tended to die very young, in unnecessary ways.
Fortunately, however, humans invented cooking, shelter, agriculture, clothing, and the other arts of civilization to take humanity out of this natural state:
[Humans] used fire to shine light in the shadows and to alter raw food. They tied together the pillars and beams to avoid living in nests and caves. They selected grains to plant in order to substitute for the fieriness of poisons. They wove garments and clothing in order to change from being naked and tattooed. They used boats and oars in order to cross what was before impassable. They utilized oxen and horses in order to stop from having to carry things on their backs while walking. They defined ordered ranks and authority in order to suppress disasters and chaos. They created implements and weapons in order to guard against the unexpected. They invented writings and pacts in order to control the hundred officials. They established rites and regulations in order to build respect for customs and teachings. All of these were made from great clarity.6
All of these inventions were a result of clarity -what is otherwise lacking among creatures on earth and is found only in the heavenly. 7 In short, what is distinctive about humans is that occasionally some of these humans, unlike other earthly creatures, are born with a bit of heavenly clarity (ming). Ge Hong offers no explanation as to why it would be the case that some humans are born with clarity -it simply is the case that they are. And, importantly for Ge Hong, there is no way for this clarity to be cultivated among humans: it is simply an endowment (cai) that some humans happen to possess:
Clarity is an endowment (cai); benevolence is a practice (xing)?
Because some humans are born with this heavenly clarity, they are to some extent like spirits: they are like those creatures in the heavens that have clarity. It is an endowment from Heaven, and one that enters into divinity. Ge Hong presents his argument in terms of a dialogue with his skeptical disciples, who state that benevolence, not clarity, is the highest quality for humans:
His disciples asked again: "The Yi (Book of Changes) asserts 'The way of establishing humanity is called benevolence and propriety.' As such, for humanity there is nothing better than benevolence." Baopuzi responded: "The reason it says that is because benevolence resides in practice (xing). Practice can be accomplished through effort, whereas clarity (ming) enters into divinity (shen). It is necessarily an endowment (cai) given by Heaven; it is not something one can be taught (xun)."9
In potential opposition to at least one way of reading the classical texts, then, Ge Hong is arguing that there is something higher and more crucial than benevolence. But it is not something that can be taught or striven for. It is simply an endowment that some humans happen to possess.
Those humans who are born with this bit of heavenly clarity are called "sages." Unlike all other creatures on earth, human sages have links with the heavenly:
Only a sage combines power with Heaven.10
For Ge Hong, these sages are the crucial figures in human history. They are the ones who, using their Heavenly clarity, have created (zuo):
Those who create are called sages; those who transmit are called worthies.11
Without sages, humans would have continued to live throughout their history as they initially did: in caves, without clothing, without agriculture, without a state. The reason that human history has gone differently than that of any other earthly creature is because sages, born with a bit of Heavenly clarity, have invented successive pieces of artifice to lift humanity to higher levels. For Ge Hong, all of the arts of civilization are purely an artifice of the sages. They are, at least from the point of view of earth, unnatural. This is true not only of the fundamental inventions that have lifted humanity above the world of animals. It is also true for many of the crucial events in human history. For example, Tang's overthrow of the Xia, and Wu's overthrow of the Shang, were for Ge Hong instances of clarity, not benevolence. It was not benevolent for Wu Wang to commit regicide. But it was the right thing to do. Tang and Wu were therefore sages, with divine clarity. But they were not benevolent.
Tang and Wu transgressed and captured [the rulership], then accorded and held on to it. This was truly a lack of benevolence. They responded to Heaven and changed the mandate; this was due to their clarity.12
The shift of the dynasties, therefore, was not a result of a benevolent ruler replacing a non-benevolent one. It was an example of sages, acting out of heavenly clarity, acting in non-benevolent ways. And they were right to do so.
Transcendence
There are other things that this clarity has brought to humanity as well. As mentioned above, everything on earth dies. That is part of the ziran of the earthly. However, using the clarity with which they are endowed, sages were also able to develop artificial techniques that allow humans to transcend the earthly realm, ascend into the skies, and become long-lived like the spirits above. For Ge Hong, such techniques leading to ascension and long life are purely artificial, allowing humans to become something that they naturally, as earthly creatures, could never otherwise attain.
Let us turn to one of Ge Hong's staged dialogues in the "Nei pian":
Someone said: "That there existed among men a Lao Peng is like the fact that pines and cedars exist among trees. It is only natural (ziran). How could it be attained through study?"13
According to the view that Ge Hong will try to dispute, it is perfectly natural for long-lived people to occasionally appear, just as trees whose leaves do not die in the winter appear as well.
At first glance, this might appear to be an argument that Ge Hong would accept, since he is so corrirnitted to the view that the characteristics of certain extraordinary humans are simply endowments, and not something that can be learned. His rebuttal to the argument is thus worth quoting in full:
Baopuzi responded: "In general, in the molding, smelting, forming, and transforming [of things], nothing is more efficacious (ling) than humans. Thus, if they obtain the simplest means, they are able to employ and appropriate the myriad things; if they obtain the deepest, they are able to achieve long life and penetrating vision. If they know the best drugs for extending their years, they use the drugs to seek transcendence. They understand the long life of tortoises and cranes, and therefore they imitate their movements so as to increase their years. Moreover, the branches and leaves of the pine and cedar are, when compared to other trees, different. The form and structure of the tortoise and crane are, when compared with other animals, distinct. But when it comes to Lao Peng being compared to other humans, his achievement of long life is not of a different category. It is due to his obtaining a way, not to nature (ziran). "H For Ge Hong, there is nothing natural about the fact that some humans live long. This is an artifice, precisely like the discovery of fire or the invention of agriculture. The reason that some humans live long is because they have learned to appropriate other things in the world that will enable them to live longer than they naturally should. For example, they have discovered drugs that extend their years. They have also witnessed animals -like tortoises and cranes that are long-lived, and they have learned to imitate the movements of such animals in order to gain the same longevity. These are arts: invented by sages, and learned by the latter-born through study. There is nothing natural about it.
As Ge Hong states:
The true men of earliest antiquity, concerned and mindful of those to come who could be taught, for them created (zuo) recipes and methods, hoping to guide them in avoiding the misfortune of death.15
Techniques for longevity are creations. Long life, in other words, is not an endowment. The ability to develop techniques for long life is an endowment, just as is the ability to develop techniques for agriculture and statecraft. For the latter-born, the key is then to study these techniques and thereby achieve something unnatural.
Ge Hong is therefore committed to the view that no one can achieve long life suddenly, on their own. It always requires putting into practice a bestowed teaching.
Someone asked, "In antiquity, was there ever one who did not put into practice something that had been bestowed and yet suddenly on their own became long lived?" Baopuzi responded: "No one."16 Achieving long life is thus for Ge Hong an entirely non-natural action on the part of humanity. It is based upon the discovery of techniques that will allow practitioners to become something other than what would have been natural (ziran) for humanity. One of these techniques, for example, involves ingesting substances -gold and cinnabar that have been found to refine the human body:
Now, as for gold and cinnabar being substances, the more you heat them the more the alterations and transformations are mysterious... If you ingest these two substances, you refine the human body and frame. Therefore, one is able to order humans to not grow old and die.17
And, in the case of gold, it turns out that artificially produced gold works better than natural gold, so Ge Hong also discusses methods of making gold (zuo jin).ls Here too, these ways and techniques (dao shu) of manufacturing gold are ascribed to earlier sages -in this case, Liu An, among others. 19 The consequence of the existence of these various techniques is that an entirely new form of humanity has been created: transcendents (xian). These are the figures who have utilized these methods to refine their bodies to attain longevity:
Now, if the transcendent humans use medicines and substances to nourish their bodies and use techniques (shu) and calculations to extend their allotment, they make it such that illness does not grow within nor anxiety enter from without. Even though they are long seen and do not die, their old bodies do not change. If you have their way, this will not be taken as difficult.20
For Ge Hong, there are three levels of transcendents. One of these includes those who have chosen to remain on earth as long-lived figures removed from society. But the highest are those who have ascended into the skies to join the celestial pantheon of spirits.21 In other words, those who, through the use of these artificial techniques, have transcended the earthly realm completely and fully joined in the heavenly.
Humans and Spirits
Ge Hong insists on the humanity of sages, as well as on the potential of humans, with the use of sagely methods and techniques, to ascend into the heavens and join the celestial pantheon. Given such an insistence, what relationship does Ge Hong see between humans and those spirits who are already in the celestial pantheon? Interestingly, the relationship is not harmonious.
To begin with, the techniques that have been invented by sages allow humans to gain knowledge of, and often power over, the spirits themselves. Let us turn to one transcendent, named Yuanjun. Yuanjun was the teacher of Laozi, and also the author of a set of techniques that have been handed down to Ge Hong. Here is how Ge Hong describes Yuanjun's accomplishments:
There is also a Taiqing shendan (Divine Elixir of Great Purity). Its method comes from Yuanjun. Yuanjun was the teacher of Laozi... Yuanjun is a great divine transcendent (da shen xian) man. He is able to modulate and harmonize the yin and yang, employ and guide the ghosts, spirits (shen), wind, and rain, and drives the nine dragons and the twelve white tigers. All of the transcendents under Heaven are controlled by him. Yet the basis of his teachings also came from studying the way and ingesting cinnabar, not from nature (ziran). How much the more so for the average man!22
Because of his methods, Yuanjun is able not only to modulate yin and yang but also able to control spirits as well as the wind and rain -phenomena usually under the control of the spirits. Here again, we are told that these abilities are not natural (ziran) but rather a product of learning the methods to obtain these powers that are (for humans) unnatural.
Similarly, it was Huangdi's (the Yellow Emperor) obtaining of a text of techniques that granted him power over the spirits as well:
In ancient times, Huangdi went east to Mount Qing, passed Mountain Feng, and saw Master Zifu. He received the Sanhuang neiwen (Inner Writings of the Three August Ones), and thereby gained charge of and summoned the myriad spirits.23
Not only do the techniques allow humans to gain power over the spirits, but some of them actually entail deceiving the spirits. As Ursula Cedzich and Robert Campany have brilliantly demonstrated, the techniques of shijiewhich Campany translates as "escape by means of a corpse" involve deceiving the celestial powers into believing that one has died.24 This allows the practitioner to escape from their control and roam freely throughout the cosmos.
The Humanity of Sages
In short, everything from agriculture and the wearing of clothes to the ability to live long is a result of heavenly clarity -of sages discovering techniques that allow humans to transcend the natural world of other earthly creatures and move toward the heavenly. And, in the most extreme form, these techniques allow humans to become transcendents and join the heavenly realm altogether. .
But what is the link between all of these different techniques? Are they all part of a single comprehensive -and perhaps ultimately divine understanding of how humans should develop themselves?
The answer for Ge Hong is very firmly no. Each of these techniques and inventions is simply the result of human sages appearing who are able to solve specific problems in human history. We thus have techniques for making clothes, for becoming transcendents, for building houses. In the future we may have other techniques for other things as well. What we possess is simply the result of what has been preserved, transmitted, and built upon from previous sages.
A crucial part of Ge Hong's argument is therefore that, although sages are crucial for human history, they are also limited. Ge Hong strongly opposes any claim that sages are divine beings, descended from Heaven, with a full knowledge of everything. On the contrary, sages are human, and their knowledge is usually limited to an understanding of a specific domain:
People today say that sages descend from Heaven, that they are divine and efficacious (shen ling) beings, and that there is nothing they do not know and nothing they are unable to do. So deeply do they yield to and revere their names that they do not dare to go back and consider them in regard to what occurred. They say that if a sage was unable to do something, then no one is able to do it; that if a sage does not know something, then no one can know it. Is this not laughable? If now we compare them with recent occurrences, I think we can thereby understand.25
Ge Hong goes on to give examples from the early texts in which Confucius is reported not to have known things. He then concludes:
But that he did not know of the methods of transcendence, how could this cause wonder?26
Confucius was a great sage, but, like all sages, his knowledge was hmited. He was a great ethical thinker, but he knew nothing of transcendence.
Thus, Ge Hong argues that sagehood is simply excellence in any given activity. There can thus be sages of politics and ethics; there can equally be sages of transcendence.
A sage is the name for the ultimate in any human activity; it is not limited simply to the study of culture (wen).21
Since sages are specialists in certain activities, it also follows that there are significant things that any one sage cannot do. He makes this point in particular in regard to the Duke of Zhou and Confucius, both of whom were sages, and neither of whom achieved -or even knew to attempttranscendence.
If there are certainly things that sages are unable to do, then there is nothing to wonder at that they did not attain transcendence. That they did not attain transcendence does not undermine that they were sages.28
Sages are crucial for human history, and their clarity reaches into divinity. But they are not fully divine. They are human, and they are limited. Some are great innovators in the arts of civilization, some are great ethical teachers, and some are great figures in developing techniques of transcendence. But no sage knows everything.
The Disunity of Sagely Knowledge
The arts of the sages do not, therefore, form a unity. Indeed, many of the arts of the various sages are mutually contradictory. Most significantly for his overall argument, Ge Hong is committed to the notion that the techniques for transcendence conflict with the requirements of building a just society. Not only must those who want to practice the arts of transcendence remove themselves from society in order to focus on the arts, but the results of the arts, by definition, are such that one removes oneself from human society:
As for one who knows this way, what use has he for rulers and princes? 29 A transcendent does not need kings. Nor do they need clothes, agriculture, or housing. The arts of one domain of sagely inventions have no necessary relationship to others, and they may indeed contradict each other.
Moreover, even a single sagely teaching can be dispersed over time without its pieces being any the less sagely:
Someone said: "As for the ways of the sagely human, they cannot be obtained in pieces, divided and dispersed; they must be linked and connected. Only then is it sagely."30 Ge Hong responds by pointing out that Confucius's disciples only obtained pieces of his teachings, and yet their understanding was, for each piece they obtained, accurate.
Sagely knowledge, then, is not a single, unified system that explains everything. It is simply clarity concerning some particular endeavor. Thus, as we saw above, one can have a body of sagely teachings dealing with ethics and a separate, contradictory, but equally sagely, body of teachings dealing with transcendence. And these bodies of knowledge can be dispersed further over an historical process without that knowledge being any less sagely.
The Progressive Accumulation of Human Knowledge
And this is why study is so important for Ge Hong. For non-sages, of course, study is important, as it is the only way to learn the arts taught by the sages. Precisely because the arts are not natural, they can be learned even by those who do not possess sagely clarity:
To gaze at the distance of the Hyades and calculate the intervals of yin and yang; to follow the winter insects and understand when to add an intercalary month: what divinity (shen) is there in this? It is only study.31
The knowledge that has been attained by humans concerning the cosmos is thus an entirely human knowledge. Just as sages are not divine beings from Heaven, so their knowledge is not divine either. It is simply a process of humans learning the arts and techniques discovered by those sages who happened to have clarity concerning certain issues.
As such, everything from arts such as carving and archery to the understanding of the nature of ghosts and spirits requires practice and study:
In general, the lesser arts of hewing, paring, carving, and painting, and the easier activities of archery, chariotry, and riding all require practice before one can become good at them. How much more so the breadth of human patterns, the distance of the way and the power, the alternation of yin and yang, and the dispositions of ghosts and spirits.32
But, even for sages, study is absolutely necessary. Although sages have a bit of divine clarity, their knowledge is always limited to particular techniques. Moreover, they are still part of the human world on earth, and their sagely actions involve building upon that which came before and recognizing, at this cunent moment, what needs to be done next. As Ge Hong states:
Now, the Duke of Zhou was the highest sage, but every day he read a hundred chapters.33
Here again, sagehood for Ge Hong clearly does not mean coming up with a single view that is perfect for all time and for all contexts. Since sages are human and limited, they must also learn from other sages and from previous history.
For the same reason, the history of the inventions of the sages for Ge Hong is one of progressive accumulation, with each sage building upon and improving upon the inventions that came before. Ge Hong is thus committed to a progressivist view of human history:
It is like boats and carts being substituted for walking and fording, and writing in ink replacing knotting ropes: all of these were invented (zuo) later and were better than the former activities.34
Ge Hong is thus consistently opposed to any notion that the past was necessarily superior to the present. Indeed, as long as sages are being recognized and as long as humans are continuing to learn their arts, the world of humanity should only continue to improve.
This progressivist view explains why it is so important for Ge Hong that new sages continue to arise. If a sage in antiquity had been able to invent all that was necessary for humans, then additional sages, by definition, would have been unnecessary. Since, on the contrary, sages are part of the movement of history, an endless process of new sages emerging to build upon the inventions of the previous sages and doing what is necessary for the cunent historical moment is essential.
Revelation and Human Knowledge
Given this emphasis on the humanity of sages, how should we understand Ge Hong's discussions of revelation? In some places, Ge Hong does talk about revelations from the spirits that exist in the heavens. At first glance, this might seem to contradict the overall emphasis of the work. Elsewhere, Ge Hong's explicit concern is with human invention -even to the point where those techniques create potential conflict with the divine powers. So how are we to interpret his references to revelation?
In fact, Ge Hong maintains his consistency. Let us turn to one of these stories:
In ancient times Zuo Yuanfang was deep in thought at Mount Tianzhu, a spirit man (shen ren) gave him classics on gold and cinnabar. This was during the chaos of the end of the Han, and he was unable to combine and prepare them (he zuo).35
Ge Hong goes on to detail how his relatives received the texts from Zuo, how they were then passed down to Ge Hong's teacher, and how Ge Hong then received them from his teacher. This is indeed a revelation. But who gives the revelation? The reference to "spirit man" makes it clear that this was not spirit in the heavens who descended to give this knowledge. It was rather a human who had achieved transcendence and who then returned to reveal teachings to normal humans.
The point can be made in larger terms with Ge Hong. For Ge Hong, the pantheon of spirits with whom humans deal in seeking transcendence seems to be composed not of creatures who were always spirits but rather humans who have become transcendents and are thereafter helping other humans to do the same. I say "seems to be" because it is not always possible to trace the etiology of every spirit mentioned. But, tellingly, every figure whose etiology can be traced is in fact a human who has become a transcendent. Another example among many would be the adept Zhang Liang, who received "divine methods" (shen fang).36 The methods were granted by several figures, "all of whom were transcendent humans."37
Revelation from divine powers occurs, but the revelation appears to be from divine powers who were formerly humans -transcendents who then return to pass on their teachings to the humans still on earth. Revelations, then, is still a human endeavor, not bodies of knowledge handed down by the gods.
The rest of the story about Zuo Yuanfang is telling as well. Even after the revelation from the spirit man has occuned, the revealed knowledge does not immediately become part of human knowledge. The key for Ge Hong is that the texts need to be placed into a form that other humans can understand and put into practice. Zuo Yuanfang himself was unable to do this in the chaos that occuned at the end of the Han. Ge Hong has now received them, and he is trying to explicate them for other humans.
Here again, then, knowledge for Ge Hong is a human endeavor. The author of the techniques was a human -in this case a human who had achieved transcendence. And it is then up to humans on earth to organize the knowledge, pass it on, and explicate how to put it into practice.
Where Have All the Sages Gone?
This endless process of sages emerging is crucial for another reason as well. Since sages are human and are a part of human history, sagehood for Ge Hong depends upon acting with clarity at certain moments, not necessarily creating something that would be right for all time. Tang's overthrow of the Xia, for example, was non-benevolent, sagely clarity. But the clarity was based in that particular historical context: at that moment, Tang did what was necessary. The overthrow did create a precedent for later ages: when a bad king rules, an overthrow may be necessary. But only a sage can know when to employ that particular precedent: Wu, a sage, accurately employed the precedent and, in sagely clarity, overthrew the Shang. But a non-sagely figure employing that same precedent against a good dynasty would be, clearly, wrong. Thus, sages are always a part of history, using their clarity to build upon the inventions of past sages and knowing what, at a given historical moment, needs to be done. . This helps to explain some of Ge Hong's concerns. If the world needs an endless progression of new sages, it also needs people to be willing to listen to them. But, unfortunately, cunent sages are not the ones being given authority.
To begin with, people tend to view the great sages as being in the past. More recent writings are seen as decidedly lesser:
Moreover, the people of today follow the spirits and value the old and ancient, but they downgrade and treat lightly the current times.... Even if there were a book that benefited the current age, people would say that it does not reach up to the transmitted writings from earlier times.38
For Ge Hong, this view is ridiculous. As he argues, in terms of material inventions, there has been a clear progressive accumulation, leading to a shift from humans living in caves, having no clothes, and being dependent on potentially poisonous natural foodstuffs, to the present day of material comfort in which humans can survive the elements and eat fully. Why should humans think that the same progression does not occur in teachings and writings? Should not more recent writings, building upon previous ones, be at least as good as those that existed before? To quote in full a passage given above:
It is like boats and carts being substituted for walking and fording, and writing in ink replacing knotting ropes: all of these were invented (zuo) later and were better than the former activities.... People of today all know things are superior to the past; how could it only be writings that do not reach up to antiquity.39 A related problem is, ironically enough, an over-valuation of sages. Because, as mentioned above, sages have come to be seen as divine and allknowing, a standard has become set that no human -including real sagescould ever live up to. Moreover, it would be unnecessary for more recent humans to be deemed sages anyway, since, if the previous sages were divine, then everything that would need to be developed has already been developed. And, of course, if the earlier sages were divine, then their texts would contain all knowledge. Thus, the fact that certain teachings -such as those dealing with transcendence will not appear in certain sagely writings is taken as a sign that the teachings are wrong. Hence Ge Hong's repeated statements that sages are humans, rather than divine powers descended from Heaven, and that sagely knowledge is not a unity.
The consequence of these trends is that, although there has continued to be a proliferation of new texts from the Han onwards, none are recognized as containing sagely wisdom. No one, therefore, is utilizing more recent writings. Even if these texts were not written by sages, the writings should be taken seriously anyway: a crucial part of the progressive accumulation of knowledge is to utilize any body of texts that are helpful for teaching, even if those texts did not come from sages:
One should not discard the sayings that help in teaching because they appear in writings that did not come from sages.40
Anything from the past or from existing writings can potentially be helpful, quite apart from whether it was authored by a sage. The role of a sage, on the contrary, is to recognize how to utilize elements -wherever those elements came from for the cunent moment. However, several of the texts written from the mid-Han onwards were in fact written by sages. But none of the sages who have existed since the Han have been recognized as such. Accordingly, they have been unable to provide the proper guidance that humans always need from sages.
Recent Sages
In making the argument that sages are not being recognized, it is of interest to ask precisely which figures since the mid-Han on are the ones who Ge Hong would define as (unrecognized) sages. The answer is telling. One of the most significant figures is Wang Chong, the first century author of the Lun Heng. Like other sages, Wang Chong was a creator, and he was able to do so because of his endowment:
Baopuzi said: "I have praisingly spoken of Wang Zhongren's [Wang Chong's] creating (zuo) the Lun Heng in over eighty chapters as exceeding the ordinary and revealing a great endowment (cai)."41 At first glance, Wang Chong may seem like an odd choice to be labeled a sage by Ge Hong. Wang Chong is notorious for his stinging attacks on the superstitions of the day, many of which were among the ones explicitly defended by Ge Hong. Why would Ge Hong single out Wang Chong as an example of a sage?
Although Ge Hong is not explicit as to why he sees Wang Chong as having been so worthy of praise, it is not difficult to speculate. I suspect the reason for this is that, counter-intuitively, the Lun Heng is a work very similar to the Baopuzi -both in structure and argument.
One of Wang Chong's explicit concerns was precisely that contemporary sages were no longer being recognized: earlier sages were over-valued, and contemporary sages were no longer recognized as such:
If today there were one better than Confucius and Mozi in speaking of the Way, his name would not be placed as the equal of theirs.42
This resulted, according to Wang Chong, in an over-reverence for one body of early sagely writings (particularly the five classics) and a refusal to accept that other sages as good as or better than Confucius could very easily be alive. Thus, enors and inconect understandings abound, since no sages are allowed to conect the mistakes and order the practices properly.
In his Lun Heng, Wang Chong is very much trying to play that role. The text -a massive compendium of knowledge -involved an attempt to sort through the practices and teachings of the day and to define which of them should be continued and which of them should not. 43 The fact that Ge Hong would disagree with some of the particulars of Wang Chong's views (for example, on the question of immortality) is not terribly significant for Ge Hong, since Ge Hong takes it for granted that sages are limited. Wang Chong may have only been able to understand social and political issues and may have therefore only been able to organize those bodies of knowledge relevant to socio-political concerns, but this does not mean that he was not a sage.
And, if the world had recognized Wang Chong as a sage at the time, it would have meant that a limited number of texts would not have come to be seen as absolutely authoritative, that previous sages like Confucius would not have been over-valued, and that sages emerging later would have been recognized as such. In short, many of the problems that Ge Hong feels to have been pervasive and highly dangerous since the mid-Han would have been averted.
The Appearance of a Sage
But this is not what happened. So what for Ge Hong is the solution to all of this? Very simple: the world needs a new sage (properly understood) to arise and be recognized as such. Such a sage would need to organize the body of practices and texts that have accumulated, demonstrate which work and which do not, and organize which teaching should be put into practice and by whom. To refer again to the passage with which I opened this paper:
Since the time of Han and Wei, a proliferation of sayings has flourished in abundance. Although their meanings could plumb the deepest mysteries and their points could drive the roaring waves, and if one could set them forth, one could cause auspicious omens to appear in the heavens above and favorable signs to emerge from the earth..., there are no sages in our time to organize their ranked splendor. 44 So who will do this? The answer is hinted at in Ge Hong's autobiographical postface, a work that builds directly on the comparable pieces by Sima Qian and Wang Chong.45 Ge Hong recounts how he began studying texts, and how he ultimately decided that he was not content to stop at simply being a disciple of a previous master. He therefore began what would become his life goal: to establish an "yi jia zhi yan" -a teaching of a single lineage. 46 In other words, he wanted to found a new lineage of teachings. And he even (somewhat audaciously) terms himself a master, zi. He styles himself "Baopuzi," and he even places most of his text in the form of a dialogue, with his responses to questions introduced by the phrase "Baopuzi yue" ("Baopuzi said") -clearly reminiscent of the dialogue form of the Analects, in which Confucius's responses are introduced by "zi yue" ("the master said").
In all of these ways, Ge Hong is making clear reference to the body of writings, from Mencius through Sima Qian and Wang Chong, in which figures implicitly claim to be sages through their denials of sagacity. For each of these later figures, the key was to use references to the Analects where Confucius denies his sagacity.47 What is interesting about Ge Hong, however, is that he also uses this rhetoric, but he has taken away the denials of sagacity.
In short, Ge Hong is claiming to be the sage of his day, a master who will form his own lineage of teachings, exactly as figures like Confucius did before him. As such, it becomes clear what the Baopuzi is intended to be. Ge Hong intends for his text to sort through the previous writings, organize them, explain what works and what does not, and provide proper guidance for the age.
In doing so, Ge Hong attempts to pull together several different strands of earlier teachings and claims. To begin with, Ge Hong is attempting to revive the earlier tradition of sages writing or compiling grand compendia of knowledge -a movement that flourished in the late Waning States and early Han, culminating in works like the Huainanzi. Unlike these works, however, Ge Hong is not claiming to write a comprehensive work that will unify all knowledge for all time. On the contrary. Ge Hong's work would be a full compendium of knowledge up to that point, but, given Ge Hong's view of sages, he would also have to be committed to the notion that sages will continue to arise, and new books will continue to be written.
Ill
Moreover, Ge Hong is trying to connect to this body of knowledge the entire body of technical traditions that developed over the course of the Warring States and Han.48 Ge Hong's claim is that these bodies of knowledge are not only every bit as important as the teachings of figures like Confucius but that they emerged from the same process -sages teaching humanity techniques that will allow them, in different ways, to transcend their natural lot.
Finally, he is trying to connect all of this to a general vision of history that one can find in texts like the Lun Heng, a vision of history as driven by the sages. Sages, in such a view, are human and limited. History then consists of a progressive accumulation of sages building upon the work of previous sages. And the Baopuzi is the work of a sage at that moment, building upon all that came before.
The division of the Baopuzi into two portions an outer portion devoted to ethical and political philosophy, and an inner portion devoted to techniques for transcendence is key to his strategy. To begin with, it allows Ge Hong to claim that the technical traditions are as important as the ethical teachings and are derived from the same processes of sagely knowledge. Thus, one has the ethical and political teachings found in the classics and the great masters of the Warring States and thereafter, and of equal importance is the body of technical traditions dealing with immortality. The latter are every bit as much a product of sagely knowledge as the former.
In making such an argument, Ge Hong is also making a further claim concerning his own sagehood. Most previous sages were at best able to play a significant role in developing one of these two traditions. Confucius and Wang Chong, for example, were major figures (or at least should have been, in the case of Wang Chong) in the development of ethical and political teachings, while Yuanjun, for example, was a significant figure in the development of immortality techniques. The fact that none of these figures was able to play a significant role in both traditions does not detract from their sageliness, since, again, sages are limited, and sagely knowledge is not unified.
But note that Ge Hong has now done, according to his reading of history, what no previous sage has been able to do: he has organized both bodies of teachings. While it is true that Huangdi was a ruler and then ascended into the skies -in other words, was able to do both sets of practices -he nonetheless did not leave a full body of writings on both governance and transcendence for the latter-born to follow. Ge Hong is the first in the tradition to be able to organize both. Whether this is due to his having more clarity (ming) than previous sages, or to his simply coming at a later period in the progressive accumulation of knowledge, is unclear. But what is clear is that Ge Hong is not simply a master forming a new lineage -he is claiming to be a master forming a new lineage more comprehensive than any before him.
The Failures of the Sages
But if the goal was to be recognized as a sage, to organize the teachings of the day properly, and to provide a guide that future sages would build upon, then Ge Hong failed. Although hoping to be recognized as a master forming his own lineage, and a lineage more comprehensive than any that had existed before, Ge Hong in fact was to have no such legacy. He would not come to be seen as another sage like Confucius (or even better than Confucius, as Ge Hong appears to be positioning himself). On the contrary, the ultimate legacy of his work is the one mentioned at the beginning of this essay: the Baopuzi would ultimately come to be seen as a repository of the practices of the day. It in fact is such a repository, and it does indeed serve this purpose. But it was never to be seen as a great masterly work that would define a new lineage.
Moreover, many of the specific arguments that Ge Hong made to change the world equally failed to win the day. Seekers of transcendence continued to exist, as did work on the earlier classics and masters. But these bodies of traditions did not come to be seen as part of the same form of human knowledge, nor did Ge Hong's (and Wang Chong's) vision of sagehood come into wide acceptance.
Another movement, never even mentioned by Ge Hong, would also continue to grow in strength, namely that of organized Daoism. The Shangqing (Supreme Purity) revelations would occur only a few decades after Ge Hong, and, indeed, one of Ge Hong's close relatives would be intimately involved in the reception and dissemination of the revelations.
Such revelations, of course, flew against much that Ge Hong stood for. Although the Shangqing revelations did teach humans to ascend to the skies and achieve immortality, they did so out of a claim that the knowledge of how to do so was revealed by gods. In contrast, the key for Ge Hong was that such knowledge was humanly-based, created piece by piece through the progressive accumulation of the teachings of sages. The claim that such knowledge came from revelation from higher gods (rather than humans who had succeeded in becoming transcendents) was something that Ge Hong would have strongly opposed.
In short, part of the interest in studying Ge Hong lies in his failure. Like Wang Chong before him, Ge Hong represents an attempt to build the kind of comprehensive, sagely compendium that one sees in much earlier texts like the Liishi chunqiu, Huainanzi, or five classics. But both represent failed attempts. The Liishi chunqiu and the Huainanzi ultimately failed, but not because they were deemed to be doing something that was impossible. On the contrary, in the third and second centuries BCE the Liishi chunqiu and the Huainanzi were doing what many of the texts of the time were trying to do. There was a wide consensus that building a single body of comprehensive knowledge on the part of human sages was a project that could and should be accomplished. The question was who would be able to do so successfully.
By the time of the Eastern Han, however, this type of project loses its cultural resonance. The concern shifted to different ways of claiming authority. The new emphasis on things like revelation, "pure conversation," and various forms of commentarial approaches reveal this concern with finding new bases and sources of knowledge.49
Wang Chong and Ge Hong, then, represent, in a sense, fish out of water. Both are trying to play the old game of being human sages, developing a new lineage of teachings by building upon the earlier teachings of sages and founding a body of knowledge that disciples would hand down. But the efforts by Wang Chong and Ge Hong to revive this earlier form of knowledge for the most part falls on deaf ears.
Conclusion
We often tend to think of Ge Hong as a religious thinker, and one who tried to justify the importance of things like the search for immortality. We also therefore tend to put him in opposition to figures like Wang Chong, who would represent a rationalist viewpoint, opposed to many of the religious practices of the day.
But here we have caught a glimpse of a different set of debates, focused on the source and nature of knowledge. On this set of questions, Ge Hong and Wang Chong are on the same side: both argue that knowledge is human, that it is derived from sages, and that, since sages are limited, it is crucial that new sages be recognized such that the accumulation of human knowledge can continue. Such a position would be in opposition to a view that sages are divine and all-knowing and can only be found in antiquity, and even more in opposition to a view that knowledge emerges from divine revelation. . For Ge Hong, the goal was to organize all of the significant strands of accumulated human knowledge -on ethics, ritual, politics, and transcendence. All of these, for Ge Hong, were a product of human sages using their endowments to provide teachings that lift humanity out of their natural lot.
In terms of the relations between humans and spirits, this entailed a strong claim as to the distinctly human aspect of knowledge: it is humans who develop knowledge and technical arts to organize human society, control the spirit world, and transform themselves to become spirits. The non-human spirits do not seem to help humans in this process. And for understandable reasons: the techniques in question allow humans, among other things, to deceive and control the spirit world. And who knows what future techniques, if the progressive accumulation continues, will allow humans to do.
In short, Ge Hong is a radically humanistic thinker, in the most literal sense of that word. For Ge Hong, humans have found themselves in a natural world of misery and death, and to better their lot they have constructed for themselves arts and practices involving everything from agriculture and the state to the achievement of transcendence. Humans have thus gone beyond all other earthly creatures, and they are already beginning to become the equal of the spirits as well. Indeed, humans are even gaining control over the spirits. For Ge Hong, humanity is slowly but surely transcending the natural world of the earthly and gaining ever more control over the heavenly realm as well.
The result of Ge Hong's project may indeed be a helpful compendium of religious practices of the day, and his overt goal in the portion of the text that is most read (the "Nei pian") is indeed to defend seekers of immortality. But, in terms of the spectrum of views of the day, Ge Hong represented an extreme pole in the debate over whether knowledge was humanly based or divinely revealed. Ge Hong was certainly defending certain practices and explicating them for posterity, but his reasons for doing so were part of a larger argument within the debates of the day. It is a great irony that such a figure's major work would ultimately come to be used as simply a compendium of practices of the day, when in all likelihood few practitioners would at all have accepted the larger argument that Ge Hong was trying to make.
Notes

